
Bucket attachment slides over 
the loader tines as a unit. Husky 
carriage bolts hold attachment 
securely to loader backplate. 
Takes only 5 minutes or less 
to attach or remove-less time 
than you might spend on just 
one lifting job alone. 

Fine manure 

Snow 

Corncobs 

Feed sacks 

Seed bags 	 9. Loose dirt 

Fertilizer bags 	10. Silage 

Bales of hay or straw 11. Corn fodder and 

Rolls of barbed wire 	stover 

SPECIFICATIONS 

WIDTH: 40 inches. 

DEPTH: 1613/16  inches. 

HEIGHT: 14 inches, plus extend- 
ed backplate. 

Harry Ferguson, Inc., reserves the right to 

change specifications without notice or obli-

gation. 

Saves the hackwork on These Lifting Jobs 
From Fork to Had Bucket... 
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No longer need these heavy lifting jobs and many more cause 
backache, when you use the Ferguson Manure Loader bucket 
attachment to do your lifting. You can handle many jobs com-
pletely from your tractor seat. For other jobs, you merely place 
the object in the bucket, and Ferguson Tractor with Ferguson 
System lifts, hauls and places load where you want it. Not only 
does this make jobs easier, but it's profitable, too. By speeding 
up farm chores and extending tractor power to more jobs 
around your farm, you lower the hourly cost of every job. 
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Profitable, Useful, Quickly Attached 
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FERGUSON SYSTEM 

CHORE BUCKET ATTACHMENT 

Now you can utilize the strong, smooth and responsive 

hydraulic muscles of the Ferguson System on even more 

farm-chore lifting jobs. New bucket attachment for the 

Ferguson Manure Loader quickly converts loader fork into 

handy lifting bucket. With this useful combination, you 

can handle thickly matted, or loose and strawy types of 

manure with fork, or the finely pulverized and dry manures 

like poultry manure, with bucket attachment. High-carbon 

steel cutting edge on front bites into loose materials, such 

as corncobs, without dragging. Extended backplate and 

triangular-shaped side plates keep load in place as bucket 

is lifted or tilted backward. This attachment is so easy to 

use and so desirable, that no owner of a Ferguson Manure 

Loader can afford to be without one. It lightens the daily 

chores and saves backaches on practically every lifting job 

on the farm. Ask your Ferguson Dealer for demonstration. 
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